visual experience. As we delve deeper into mouse vision, these two pioneering studies will provide valuable guidance and new approaches for further exploration of the territory between primary visual cortex and the centers for higher motor and cognitive function.
In this issue of Neuron, Wang et al. (2011) show that mice with dopamine neuron-specific NMDAR1 deletion have attenuated phasic dopamine neuron firing and a deficit in habit learning. These findings indicate that brain regions sensitive to phasic dopamine signals may underlie habit learning. Dopamine (DA) neurons of the midbrain usually fire spontaneously at low rates, a firing mode that is called ''tonic.'' Occasionally, DA neurons fire extra spikes in brief episodes referred to as ''phasic'' or ''burst'' firing. Phasic firing is caused by events of motivational significance, such as unexpected primary rewards, and stimuli that predict reward over successive stages of a learning task (Ljungberg et al., 1992) . Although DA neurons are sometimes activated by aversive stimuli, the majority of DA neurons are inhibited by these stimuli (Ungless et al., 2004) . In theoretical work, DA neuron firing activity has been modeled as a reward prediction error signal, for example, in the temporal difference (TD) learning framework (Montague et al., 1996) . In TD learning, the dopamine neuron firing activity plays the role of a teaching signal, improving subsequent predictions by strengthening the appropriate synapses. However, although such work offers attractive explanations for observed DA cell activity, which correlates with the predictions of the models, it is important to go beyond correlation and experimentally investigate the causal role of phasic bursts of DA neurons in animal learning.
Previous studies have shown that excitatory drive required for burst firing of DA neurons is mediated by NMDA receptors (Tepper and Lee, 2007) . In order to investigate the role of NMDAR-mediated phasic DA activity in behavioral learning, Wang et al. (2011) generated dopamineneuron-specific NMDAR1 knockout (DAT-NR1-KO) mice. Wang et al. (2011) show that compared with control DA neurons, phasic firing activity was, as expected, greatly reduced in DA neurons of DAT-NR1-KO mice. On the other hand, no difference between controls and DAT-NR1-KO mice was observed in the tonic firing rate. Thus, by using these mice it should be possible to assess which behavioral functions require the phasic firing of dopamine neurons.
Even in the simplest tasks, we expect that reduced phasic firing of DA neurons would have a profound effect, because dopamine is central in many aspects of learning and behavior. For example, in TD models, DA neurons encode a reward-prediction error. If that is correct, then reduction of the phasic bursts in DA neurons might be expected to disrupt, or at least slow down, learning of conditioned responses. Contrary to this prediction, Wang et al. (2011) report that DA neurons in DAT-NR1-KO mice did acquire conditioned DA neuron responses (phasic bursts) to predictive cues after repeated presentation of a 1 s tone followed by a food pellet reward. Although the magnitudes of the phasic responses to the cue were smaller in the DAT-NR1-KO mice than in controls, there did not appear to be a deficit in the acquisition of the conditioned response. This shows that the full measure of DA neuron phasic firing might not be necessary for acquisition of DA neuron responses to a conditioned stimulus.
The ability of DAT-NR1-KO mice to learn a classically conditioned DA neuron response has important implications. It has been suggested that NMDAR-mediated LTP of synaptic inputs to DA neurons may play a role in related types of learning (Zweifel et al., 2008) . However, the findings by Wang et al. (2011) suggest that such LTP does not play a role in conditioned learning because DA neurons in DAT-NR1-KO mice also acquire DA responses to cues. Thus, it appears that the development of conditioned responses in DA neurons is (1) not dependent on a phasic prediction error signal mediated by dopamine, as is assumed in some biological interpretations of TD learning, and (2) not mediated by NMDAR-dependent LTP of synaptic inputs at the level of the DA cells themselves. Rather, the spared acquisition of conditioned responses suggests that plasticity in circuitry that is afferent to the DA neurons underlies the acquisition of conditioned responses to cues by these neurons and that the plasticity is of a type that does not depend on the kind of burst firing mediated by NMDARs.
What, then, is the behavioral effect of dopamine neuron-specific NMDAR1 deletion? Wang et al. (2011) find that DAT-NR1-KO mice display selective deficit in habit learning. It is well established that an instrumental task may transform from a goal directed to a habitual response after many repetitions. This means that the task performance becomes less sensitive to devaluation of outcome (Dickinson et al., 1983) , and this decreased sensitivity to the value of the outcome is a measure of habit learning. To test the development of habits in the KO mice, the authors used an operant appetitive conditioning task in which the mice learned to press a lever for a food pellet over an extensive training protocol. The outcomes were then devalued by prefeeding the mice with pellets, thus changing satiety levels, and then retesting. By definition, habit learning is evidenced by continued responding after devaluation of the reward.
Wang et al. found that the devaluation procedure reduced the lever pressing of the DAT-NR1-KO mice but not the lever pressing of controls. This suggests a deficit in habit learning in the DAT-NR1-KO mice. Further testing similarly showed that DAT-NR1-KO mice were impaired in plus maze/reinforcement learning task reliant upon habit strategy, but not in tasks where they could use a spatial navigation strategy. Such deficits in habit learning were also observed in negatively reinforced tasks. These findings strongly suggest that DA neuron NMDAR function is essential for habit learning. On the other hand, it is not necessary for locomotor activity, goal-directed learning, or spatial reference memory.
So, what is the specific role of DA neuron NMDA receptor function in habit learning? It has been shown that NMDARs are necessary for mediating synaptic plasticity at glutamatergic-DA neuron synapses (Bonci and Malenka, 1999) , but the findings in Wang et al. (2011) suggest that NMDAR-mediated plasticity at this site is probably not necessary for acquisition of a conditioned DA neuron response. It seems more likely, then, that it is the blunting of phasic burst activity of DA neurons that is the crucial element underlying the behavioral deficits in DAT-NR1-KO mice. However, there are some important caveats. Although phasic bursts were reduced, they were not completely eliminated. It is unclear whether bursts were totally eliminated in some cells but not others or whether all neurons continued to show some bursts, but at a lower rate. With respect to the first possibility, Wang et al. used transgenic mice that express Cre recombinase under the DA transporter promoter (Zhuang et al., 2005) . However, mesocortical DA neurons do not express DAT strongly, so using the DA transporter promoter to target NMDAR1 deletion may not be sufficient to completely eliminate NMDAR function in these dopamine neurons. In particular, DA neurons projecting to the amygdala and cortex may still express sufficient levels of functional NMDARs. If that is the case, it might be helpful to repeat the experiments in mice in which all DA neurons are equally affected (Luo et al., 2010) . At present, we cannot rule out the possibility that the effect of the DAT-NR1-KO on habit learning is due to the selective-deletion of NMDARs in DA neurons projecting to striatal regions while NMDAR function in mesocortical DA neurons remains intact. However, this is probably not the most parsimonious explanation for these data, and we instead suggest that phasic bursting may be more critical in some brain areas relative to others. Many pieces of evidence suggest regional differences in sensitivity to phasic burst firing of DA neurons based on regional differences in the frequency response to the dopamine signal. The time course of changes in DA concentration in the projection areas, which result from different firing modes of DA neurons, depends on the balance of release from terminals and the uptake by the DA transporter. These vary according to region. In areas of high density of DA innervation, release sites and DA transporters are present in correspondingly high density. When both release sites and DA transporters are closely packed, the time course of changes in dopamine concentration tracks the firing activity closely so that phasic bursts result in sharp increases and decreases of dopamine concentration. However, in areas where the density of DA innervation and expression of DA transporters is low, there is a longer time constant of integration of dopamine-release events, and the changes in dopamine concentration are slower with gradual increases and decreases. Concentration of DA in these less densely innervated regions will reflect average firing rates over longer integration time periods, smoothing out the effects of phasic bursts. Thus, brain areas receiving DA inputs may be differentially sensitive to different firing patterns, depending on the density of innervation and expression of DA transporters, with some areas more sensitive to phasic activity than others.
The DA cells of the midbrain innervate multiple brain regions in varying degrees: the most densely innervated region is the dorsolateral striatum, followed by the ventromedial striatum, nucleus accumbens, and cortical areas such as the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala. For example, in the dorsolateral striatum the number of DA varicosities per mm 3 is 1.1 3 10 8 , compared to the ventromedial striatum where it is 0.6 3 10 8 (Doucet et al., 1986 ) and falls to 1.0 3 10 6 in the prefrontal cortex (Descarries et al., 1987) . Thus, the density of innervation as estimated from the density of varicosities of dopamine axons varies over 100-fold. Furthermore, the density of dopamine transporters varies in similar or even greater proportions, and perhaps over a wider range, because the DA transporter number per synapse is less in the less densely innervated regions. These anatomical properties are reflected in the clearance rate of DA in different regions, with rate constants for the release and uptake of DA in the medial prefrontal cortex and basolateral amygdala approximately 8 and 50 times slower, respectively, than in the striatum (Garris and Wightman, 1994) . These regional differences in dopamine dynamics translate into differences in responsiveness to brief episodes of phasic DA neuron firing, making the dorsolateral striatum the region most sensitive to phasic burst firing of DA neurons, where a pulse of dopamine release can be measured voltammetrically in response to reward (Day et al., 2007) . In regions with relatively slow integration time constants, such as the cerebral cortex and amygdala, it can be predicted that the phasic DA release would not be detectable at all due to the smoothing effect of release from sparsely distributed sites and the slow DA uptake. Because habit learning has been associated with the dorsolateral striatum (Yin et al., 2004) , the selective effect of a reduction in phasic activity of DA neurons on habit learning may reflect the sensitivity of this region to phasic DA signals, as well as the relative insensitivity of other regions associated with the learning functions that are preserved in the DAT-NR1-KO mice.
The findings of Wang et al. take us another step toward a better understanding of the role of NMDARs and phasic firing of DA neurons in the memory and learning functions of the brain. They also generate more questions. More detailed study of the relationship between firing modes, plasticity, and learning, coupled with direct measures of phasic dopamine release in target areas, promises to further elucidate the neural correlates that differentiate various modes of learning behavior.
